Recuperative thickening for sludge retention time and throughput management in anaerobic digestion with thermal hydrolysis pretreatment.
This study evaluated the application of recuperative thickening (RT) to enhance anaerobic digestion (AD) performance for AD systems with thermal hydrolysis pretreatment (THP). RT was applied for two different reasons: (a) for increasing the sludge retention time (SRT) to degrade slowly hydrolyzable materials more efficiently and (b) for maintaining SRT at decreased hydraulic retention time (HRT) thus showing potential for increased AD throughput rates. A SRT increase from 15 to 30 days by RT application did not improve AD performance or hydrolysis rates significantly as 15-day SRT was already a factor 2 higher than the estimated washout SRT. When applying RT to increase throughput rates (HRT of 7 days) while maintaining 15-day SRT, no negative impact on biogas production or hydrolysis kinetics was observed. It was estimated that RT application on THP digesters can increase digester throughput by 100% and thus show clear potential for further AD intensification. PRACTITIONER POINTS: Increased SRT from 15 to 30 days through recuperative thickening application did not improve biogas production. A lower required minimum SRT (6-7 days) was estimated in THP-AD systems compared to conventional AD. Operation at decreased HRT by RT application resulted in similar AD performance under constant organic loading rates. A 100% increase in throughput rates can be applied using RT without decreasing AD performance.